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Abstract. The study of ρ0 meson helicity amplitude ratios at HERMES shows that the amplitude
hierarchy expected from pQCD is confirmed. The contribution of Unnatural Parity Exchange in the
production of ρ0 mesons is significant at HERMES kinematics and there is a large phase-difference
in the leading F11 and F01 amplitudes. The kinematic dependences of the amplitude ratios only
sometimes follow theory-based expectations.
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INTRODUCTION
These proceedings report briefly on selected HERMES results on the exclusive electro-
production of ρ0 mesons on a gaseous 1H or 2H target [1].
The study of helicity amplitude ratios at HERMES complements a previous publication
on the extraction of the Spin Density Matrix Elements (SDMEs) of the same process [3].
The helicity amplitudes are extracted as ratios to the leading amplitude F00, which de-
scribes the transition from a longitudinally polarised photon to a longitudinally polarised
meson. If the ratios of the nucleon spin-flip amplitudes to F00 were known, in addition
to the ratios obtained in the present paper it would be possible to determine the ampli-
tudes individually from the differential cross section dσ/dt ′, but this knowledge is not
currently available.
The previous HERMES publication confirmed the existence of a hierarchy amongst
the amplitude ratios motivated from pQCD [4, 5] of the form |T00|2 ≈ |T11|2 > |U11|2 >
|T01|2 >> |T10|2... where any amplitude FλVλγ is the sum of an natural parity exchange
amplitude (T ) and an unnatural parity exchange amplitude (U). The first index λv is
the helicity of the produced meson and the second index λγ is the helicity of the
impinging photon. In this document we mainly consider amplitudes relating to Nucleon
Helicity Conservation (NHC); natural parity exchange contributions are assumed to be
dominated by amplitudes involving NHC whereas unnatural parity exchange amplitudes
receive contributions from all nucleon helicity states.
The helicity amplitude ratios can be extracted from the process ep(d)→ ep(d)ρ0→
ep(d)pi+pi− by fitting the decay pions from the ρ0 meson with a 3D spatial distribution
in the angles Φ, which is the angle between the lepton scattering and ρ0 production
planes, φ , which is the angle between the ρ0 production and decay planes, and θ , which
is the angle in the ρ0 rest frame between the 3-momentum of the decay pi+ and the
direction opposite to that of the 3-momentum of the recoiling target. The process and
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FIGURE 1. Left: The electroproduction of a ρ0 meson from a target proton. Right: The definition of
the angles to which a fit is made to extract the helicity amplitude ratios.
the angular definitions are visualised in Fig. 1.
THE HERMES EXPERIMENT
The HERMES experiment [6] has been covered in detail in the literature and no such
detailed description will be repeated here. It is sufficient to note that the principle subde-
tectors in the system for the measurement under discussion were the tracking systems for
the reconstruction of the scattered lepton and the gas threshold Cerenkov counter (until
1998) or the dual-radiator Ring-Imaging Cerenkov detector (after 1998). The Cerenkov
detectors were used to identify the decay pions from the produced ρ0 meson. The data
were taken in 1996-2005 using unpolarised and polarised proton and deuteron targets,
however the remaining average polarisation in the data set was negligible. Uncertainties
arise in the measurements due to potential misidentification of the process because the
recoiling proton is not detected and due to the HERMES acceptance being Q2-dependent.
There is a third contribution to the systematic uncertainty due to the neglect of the am-
plitudes involving nucleon helicity flip and the sub-leading unnatural parity exchange
amplitudes.
COMPARISONWITH PREVIOUS WORK
The determination of the helicity amplitude ratios requires that those amplitudes relat-
ing to the flip of the nucleon helicity and sub-leading unnatural parity exchange are
neglected. The resulting reduced parameter set allows the SDMEs to be calculated from
the helicity amplitude ratios with, in some cases, better precision than the previous direct
extraction. This is noticeably the case for the polarised SDMEs. The systematic uncer-
tainty on each of the SDMEs includes a contribution due to the neglect of the amplitudes
as described above.
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FIGURE 2. The phase difference between the real and imaginary parts of the natural parity exchange
amplitude ratios T11/T00 and T01/T00. The large phase differences that have a complicated dependance on
Q2 are unexpected. The displayed fits are from phenomenological fits that are not motivated by theory.
See Ref. [1] for more details.
KINEMATIC DEPENDENCES OF RATIOS
The kinematic dependences of the ratios can be calculated using assumptions from
pQCD [4, 5]. The ratio T11/T00 should follow a 1/Q dependence because T11 is a twist-3
object and the expected behaviour can be seen in the real part of the ratio. However,
the imaginary part of the ratio deviates from this behaviour and seems to increase
linearly with Q. This leads the phase difference of the ratio to be large at larger Q
(see Fig. 2), which is unexpected and contradicts GPD models [7, 8, 9]. Unexpected
kinematic behaviour is also displayed by the amplitude ratio T01/T00 which displays
neither the expected behaviour in the real, nor in the imaginary part. Again, this leads
to a phase difference that displays a complicated Q2 dependence and contradicts simple
pQCD expectations.
UNNATURAL PARITY EXCHANGE
The ρ0 meson is expected to display the largest contribution from unnatural parity
exchange (UPE) processes of any meson at HERMES kinematics as its quark content
matches that from e.g. pion exchange. In the previous HERMES publication on the
SDMEs for ρ0 electroproduction, the existence of UPE was confirmed to a level of 3 σ
of the uncertainty of the measurement. By combining the (consistent) data from proton
and deuteron targets and extracting the UPE helicity amplitude ratio U11/T00 in a single
kinematic bin, this existence is now confirmed to a level of 20 σ of the experimental
uncertainty. Furthermore, it is clear from the data that the UPE contribution has a value
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Fig. 8. The dependences of |U11/T00| on Q2 and t′ for proton and deuteron data. The points show the amplitude ratios given in
Tabs. 2 and 3 after averaging over −t′ (Q2) bins in the left (right) panel. The inner error bars show the statistical uncertainty
and the outer ones show the statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The results fitting the combined data
set with a constant (central line), |U11/T00| = g, are given in Tab. 5. The dashed lines correspond to one standard deviation in
the total uncertainty.
target ratio g δg χ2/Ndf
proton |U11/T00| 0.400 ±0.020 0.60
deuteron |U11/T00| 0.383 ±0.017 0.40
proton+deuteron |U11/T00| 0.390 ±0.013 0.49
Table 5. Results of fitting the ratio |U11/T00| to a constant for proton, deuteron and combined data sets. The values of
parameters with their total uncertainties are presented. The last column shows the value of χ2 per degree of freedom.
shown in Fig. 7 multiplied or divided by Q, respectively.
No noticeable t′ dependence is observed for Re(t11) and
Im(t11). Since the differential cross section of the pro-
cess in Eq. (1) for high energies and small |t′| is usu-
ally described by an exponential factor exp{βt′}, the he-
licity amplitudes should have exponential factors T00 ∝
exp{βLt′/2} and T11 ∝ exp{βT t′/2}. The absence of a t′
dependence of the ratio T11/T00 means that the slope pa-
rameters βL and βT for the amplitudes T00 and T11 are
close to each other. For very small |t′|, it is reasonable to
use the linear approximation
Re(T11/T00) =
a
Q
exp{−1
2
∆β1t
′}
≈ a
Q
(1 +
1
2
∆β1|t′|), (71)
Im(T11/T00) = bQ exp{−1
2
∆β2t
′}
≈ bQ(1 + 1
2
∆β2|t′|). (72)
The proton results are ∆β1 = (−1.02± 0.85) GeV−2 and
∆β2 = (−0.91± 2.00) GeV−2, while the fit for the deute-
ron data gives ∆β1 = (0.58 ± 0.80) GeV−2 and ∆β2 =
(−1.96 ± 1.58) GeV−2. The results of the fits show that
all four numbers are consistent with one another. We now
assume that, within experimental accuracy, the slope pa-
rameters for the real and imaginary parts of the ratio
coincide across both target types. In this case we have
∆β1 ≈ ∆β2 ≈ βL − βT . Combining these four numbers
making use of Eqs. (67) and (68) we get an estimate for
βL − βT = (−0.4 ± 0.5) GeV−2. This result on βL − βT
is in agreement with the prediction published in Ref. [54],
which ranges from −0.7 GeV−2 at Q2 = 0.8 GeV2 to −0.4
GeV−2 at Q2 = 5 GeV2.
7.3 Kinematic Dependence of |U11/T00|
The unnatural-parity-exchange amplitude, U11, describes
the transition from a transversely polarized photon to a
transversely polarized ρ0 meson (γ∗T → ρ0T ). At large W
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FIGURE 3. The unnatural parity exchange sig al U11/T00 pr jected i Q (left) and t ′ (right). The large
signal is seemingly constant in both kinematic projections and its magnitude is greater than expected. The
display d fits are ph omenological fits to a co stant.
of U11/T00 of about 0.4 in any of four kinematic bins projected in Q2 or t ′ as shown in
Fig. 3.
SUMMARY
The helicity amplitude ratios relating to the p ocess ep → epρ0 are extract d from
a fixed target experiment for the first time. Co parisons with previously extracted
SDMEs from the same data set shows that the amplitude method of analysis can r create
the SDMEs and ft n with better precision than achieved by direct extraction. The
kinematic dependences shown by the amplitude ratios are often in contradiction to those
expected from pQCD and contradict assumpt ons often inherent in GPD models The
signal relating to unnatural parity exchange is very strong and confirmed to 20 standard
deviations.
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